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Today, when I stand here ready to attempt to speak a gospel word, it feels like I’m bringing
a lone band-aid to a multi-car pileup.  I mean, look, the people of this nation have been hammered
by a series of blows in recent years.  We have suffered violence, visible and invisible.  And it has left
us traumatized.  When I was thinking of what I might possibly have to say on this July 4th weekend,
reviewing recent events, I realized that maybe the word “trauma” best describes what is going on. 
Massive, collective trauma nationwide.  And it is just continuing on and on.  On July 4th, we celebrate
our freedom — but how can you really be free, when trauma has beaten down your spirit?  How can
you be free when multiple injuries have stolen your voice?  When we can’t even talk to each other
about what is most important, for fear of getting slapped down by a harsh reaction?  What can we
do?  Where is the help we need?

Well, just look at what has happened, just in the past two decades:  the twin towers crashing
down into smoking ruins on 9/11, not one but two wars in response – both absolutely unnecessary,
the financial shock of the Great Recession.  And then for some, the trauma of a Black man being
elected to the White House.  A never-ending string of public mass shootings — and the lack of
response by lawmakers after Uvalde.  For others, the election of Donald Trump to the White House
was traumatic.  And then the trauma of COVID hitting this world, driving us to hide inside, feeling
isolate for months, losing jobs, and then rents spiking, which tossed people out of their homes and
on to the streets. The continuing trauma of police beating up – killing! – people of color with
impunity.  Climate collapse accelerating before our very eyes.  The sudden war in Ukraine.  And then
there is the pile-up of Supreme Court decision overturning Roe v. Wade, handcuffing environmental
regulations, and threatening to undo our entire electoral system next year.  The increasing threats to
people of color, LGBTQIA+ persons, immigrants, women – basically anybody who is not a loud
white male.  And what is slowly being revealed about the attack on Congress on January 6 of last
year.  All of these just continue to hammer us, earthquakes shaking our confidence in reality, in what
is really true, in leadership – and taking a devastating emotional toll.  Scared at what might happen
tomorrow – another shooting?  People walking around carrying military assault weapons freely on
the street?  Another wave of COVID – or something worse?  The anxiety is so thick you can smell
it.  What is going on?  I’ve heard older people quietly murmur their horror at what might be coming,
and relief that “at least I won’t be around to see it.”  But what of our children?  And their children? 
Yes, it looks like we are suffering massive trauma.  Collective trauma.

So what do folks do when they are traumatized?  When you can’t escape the terror?  Some
folks go from the gut:  fight or flight.  We lash out at anything that might be the cause, sometimes
anybody around us.  Fury at the Supreme Court decisions last week.  We huddle up into our tribe,
and punch down the others.  What else do you think happened after 9/11?  We went to war with not
one, but two countries.  Fighting an emotion, of all things:  the “war on terror.”  Fighting back.  Or
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we flee.  We seek escape.  I knew a psychologist who would eventually ask clients, “what is your
drug to dull the pain?”  By that, he meant:  what helps you escape?  It can be drugs, sure.  But
sometimes that screen helps us escape – Netflix, Facebook, CNN or Fox, you name it.  You lose
yourself in doom-scrolling, and come up for air hours later.  Or we get busy.  Busy, busy, busy,
fleeing the pain.  We can bury ourselves in work.  We can bury ourselves in play.  Just about anything
can serve to dull the pain.  Even religion.  Maybe especially religion.  We can flee.  But when nobody
is there to help, when we are so trapped we can’t fight or run, what then?  People freeze.  They
collapse.  They give up.  They hide.  They shut down.  Fight or flight.  Or just shutting down.  That’s
how folks react.(1)

But maybe there’s another possibility.  Look at Jesus, surrounded by seventy nervous
followers.  “I’m sending you out there,” He says, “like lambs surrounded by ravenous wolves.  I’m
sending you out ahead of me.  Take no supplies with you.  Yes, it might get rough, so go in pairs. 
Some won’t welcome you.  Some will.  So here’s what you do.”  And he says, “now go.”  But He
equipped them not with what they might have wanted – devastating arguments, bristling weapons,
or brimming with self-confidence in their superior product backed by Heaven’s money-back
guarantee.  Nope, none of that.  No, He gave them what they needed, oddly enough.  When you enter
a house, tell them, “Peace to this house.”  We come in peace.  We bring peace – God’s peace.  If
someone recognizes the shape of your peace, savors its flavor, delights in its rainbow colors, they will
know your peace, share your peace, enjoy God’s peace.  If not, the spool will rewind back to you. 
Then sit down at table.  Stay there, enjoying mealtime conversation.  Get to know them, and they
you.  And they will get to know the One Who sent you – the Author of the only lasting peace this
world can know.  What does Jesus give these pairs?  Tool number one:  building relationships. 
Getting to know other people.  Sharing the worries, the hopes, the fears.  Swapping photos of the
kids, sharing baseball stats.  Discovering that getting along brings more joy than arguing.  Lambs,
bringing God’s peace into a world terrorized by Rome’s wolves offering peace at the point of a
sword.  You’ll run from that peace, hide, hold it no loyalty.  But you will stand with those you have
worked with, those you know, because you have built peace between you.  Because you will have
each other’s back.  Yes, maybe there is another possibility against the wolves.

But Jesus gave another gift.  When you enter a town, said He, if they welcome you, again,
sit down and eat with them.  And then care for the sick.  Oh, I know, I know, some translations say
“cure” the sick.  But the word means so much more.  Jesus wasn’t talking about merely fixing a
broken part.  No, care for this human being, hear their shunted ambitions, listen to their fears,
encourage them that they are a person beloved by God – in fact God is seeking them out right this
very moment, exactly because they are a beloved person.  Heal them inside and out.  Reintegrate
them with their community.  You know what healing is?  Healing is five older people hunched over
in wheelchairs in the courtyard of a nursing home, having one whale of a time spraying each other
with Super-Soakers, giggling like children.  They are human again!  You tell me that they have not
been healed!  For my money, the Reign of God has come near.  And if some scoff, cut off funds for
k-12 education, if they beat up transgender people, if they deny health services – including abortion
– you go out into the streets, said Jesus, and you protest!  “Even the dust of your town that clings
to our feet, we wipe off in protest against you!”  And then you testify:  “Yet know this, despite your
un-welcome:  the kingdom of God has come near.”  And you would not see it.  Here is tool number
two:  you declare the kingdom of God to friend and foe alike.  What God’s will really is.  You
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continue to demonstrate it.  Healing and protesting – which might be just another kind of healing,
society-wide.  You go, you heal, you testify.  Mighty lambs equipped to overcome the wolves.

But Jesus, we’re traumatized!  We’re furious!  We’re so frustrated because it seems we are
helpless against those ravenous wolves in power.  And He looks at us and says, go!  And in your
healing, be healed.  In your building relationships.  In your bringing peace, it comes back to you. 
“You have turned my mourning into dancing,” whispered the psalmist.  How?  How?  By going
where Jesus intends to go, doing our thing imitating Him, He’ll be along presently.  We will see
God’s activity, in our doing.  That’s the secret.  Working together, two by two, or a throng of
thousands marching downtown.  We will see God’s Reign in operation.  And that unblocks the
creative channels.  Opens our eyes.  Gives us new vision.  And hope, most of all.  Dr. Bessel van der
Kolk, who has done groundbreaking work on trauma, healing countless people, tells a story, of five-
year-old Noam, who saw the first passenger plane slam into the World Trade center from the
windows of his first-grade classroom, less than 1500 feet away.  They scampered down the stairs to
the arms of their parents who had just dropped them off, and together they all ran for their lives
through the dust and smoke that morning.  Dr. van der Kolk was friends with Noam’s family, and
says that ten days later, he visited them, went for a walk with Noam’s parents, and when they
returned, Noam showed him a drawing he had made at 9AM on September 12.  It showed what he
had seen the day before:  the airplane slamming into the tall tower, a ball of fire, firefighters, and
people jumping from the tower’s windows.  But at the bottom of the picture he had drawn something
else:  a black circle at the foot of the buildings.  “What’s that?” asked Dr. van der Kolk, pointing at
the circle.  “A trampoline,” said Noam.  “What’s it doing there?”  “So that the next time when people
have to jump they will be safe.”  Dr. van der Kolk was stunned.  Here was a five-year old who had
been able to take an active role by running away from the disaster, and then was able to go to a safe
place, his home, and calm down.  This freed his mind to make some sense of what had happened –
to sketch that drawing.  But then, it also gave him the freedom to imagine a creative alternative to
what he had seen – that life-saving trampoline.(2)  Finding a safe space with others gave Noam the
freedom to imagine creative alternatives.  What else, I ask you, is seeing God’s reality come near,
than exactly this possibility?  We are healed in the healing.

Friends, these are tough times.  Our faith is bent almost to the breaking point.  And I won’t
kid you, things may get worse before they get better.  Oh, joy may come in the morning, but it looks
like we’ve got a long night ahead of us before the dawn breaks.  So, yes, we traumatized people can
lash out in anger.  Or we can dare to trust that Jesus is pointing us down a road toward healing.  We
can lash out — or reach out.  We can punch down, or lift up.  And even wounded, scared,
traumatized people, sent by Jesus, can figure out creative trampolines for other folks hurt by the
wolves.  Because the Kingdom of God has come near.  Count on it.  Amen.
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